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Stronger Parties,
Stronger Democr acy:
rethinking refor m
Introduction
Political parties are a core ingredient of representative democracy.1 A robust debate has
recently developed, however, concerning whether organized parties can still provide the sorts
of democratic benefits they traditionally supplied to our political system and, if not, what to
do about it. This paper examines these questions from the perspective of campaign finance law.
We ask whether there are changes that can be made to the rules governing party fundraising
and spending that will enhance parties’ democratic strengths without expanding the risks
associated with unfettered money in politics.
Over the last century, parties have been changed, and some would say undermined, by
significant legal and societal forces. These include the expansion of party nominating primaries,
institutional shifts in Congress and state legislatures, and the emergence of television advertising
as the key medium for political persuasion.2 Today, elections are far more focused on individual
candidates than on the parties. And in recent years, even the parties’ important supporting
role has been increasingly eclipsed, as financial resources have flowed outside formal party
institutions to new, purportedly independent entities like super PACs.
Campaign finance law, many argue, has played an important role in these changes. In particular,
the balance of power is said to have shifted more quickly away from parties in the last decade
thanks to both the heightened fundraising restrictions in the Bipartisan Campaign Reform
Act of 2002 (BCRA),3 also known as the McCain-Feingold law, and the Supreme Court’s
elimination of restrictions on purportedly independent non-party groups, most notably in
Citizens United v. FEC.4 The resulting accelerated waning of organized parties is blamed for
a host of problems, ranging from greater polarization and gridlock, to instability caused by
the weakness of party leaders, to vanishing transparency in political spending, to declining
participation by ordinary voters. One often-proposed solution is to allow parties to accept
bigger checks: to deregulate party fundraising by repealing or significantly altering not only
much of BCRA, but also the older framework of federal contribution limits and restrictions in
place since passage of the original Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) in 1974.5
Others dispute that the parties have been significantly weakened.6 They note that party
committee fundraising has been relatively steady since BCRA, and contend that party leaders
in Congress exert a historically high amount of control over their caucuses. This camp sees
polarization and gridlock as the products of broader political forces, such as Americans’
residential sorting by political views, to say nothing of strategic choices by party leaders. They
question whether changes to campaign finance regulation can fix these problems, and are
especially skeptical of many calls for deregulation.
This is an important debate, but it tends to obscure two threshold questions: First, what is a party?
When practitioners in the field speak of parties, they are usually referring to the institutions
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run by the traditional party establishments — e.g., the Democratic and Republican National
Committees and the two major parties’ respective congressional committees, as well as the
many state and local party committees. But a growing number of scholars argue for a broader
conception of the parties as diffuse networks connected to a common brand, encompassing
both established party organizations and a variety of other individuals and entities affiliated with
them, including ostensibly independent but party-aligned super PACs and 501(c) nonprofit
groups. Clarity on this point is important, because the broader one’s conception of the parties,
the less it makes sense to think of them as competing with other political actors so much as
themselves encompassing an array of competing interests. Since the various factions within
parties differ in their democratic character — some include party activists and organizers while
others are controlled by elite donors — the result of this intraparty competition has potentially
significant effects on the parties’ contribution to the health of the republic.
Second, what is the ultimate goal of efforts to “strengthen” parties? For example, many argue
that strengthening traditional party leaders will promote the stability and compromise
necessary for divided government to function. Others advance different goals, like empowering
the so-called party faithful (i.e. the party’s rank-and-file activists and volunteers) to make wider
party networks more accountable to ordinary voters. While there is significant tension between
such objectives, a common thread running through the arguments of many party-boosters
is the need for parties to raise more money. Yet, as a consequence of the Supreme Court’s
McCutcheon v. FEC7 ruling and the recent roll-back of national party contribution limits by
Congress,8 party committees can already accept vastly larger contributions than they could
just a few years ago. Such changes may have strengthened the parties in some sense, but they
have not necessarily enhanced the attributes that make organized parties attractive as political
actors.
Hanging over all such discussions, moreover, are familiar concerns about corruption and
political misalignment. It has long been understood that large contributions to parties, like
those to candidates, pose an inherent risk of quid pro quo corruption and its appearance. There
are many examples in American history of corruption scandals in which the quid took the form
of contributions to a political party. The more money a small class of wealthy donors can give
to the parties, the greater the danger that the parties, dependent on those contributions, will
sell policy outcomes in exchange. In addition, there is a growing body of evidence to suggest
that the views of the donor class (which has always been small and unrepresentative of the
public at large) have an outsized impact on policy decisions, creating misalignment between
public opinion and policy outcomes. Too often, middle and working class voters already find
themselves shut out of the policymaking process. Sweeping deregulation of party fundraising
risks exacerbating such problems.
All of these concerns — especially the perennial threat of corruption — have driven decades
of campaign finance regulation directed at the parties. One need not advocate wholesale
abandonment of this traditional regulatory paradigm, however, to realize that the current
system is not enough, especially in an era dominated by an activist Supreme Court majority
hostile to many of its central components.
Ultimately, legitimate concerns about corruption and misalignment resulting from party
fundraising must be balanced against the reality that party institutions do play a salutary role
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in our democracy, one that risks being eclipsed in the new era of unlimited fundraising by both
party-affiliated and truly independent outside groups. Not only do the parties offer a number
of avenues for political engagement by their core supporters, they also continue to drive
voter registration and turn-out efforts on a scale that few other political actors can replicate.
As presently constituted, moreover, organized parties plainly are more transparent than the
shadow parties and other outside groups competing with them for resources.
Whether the wholesale lifting of party contribution limits would enhance these positive
attributes is an open question but, in any event, there are other ways to strengthen traditional
party organizations that do not raise comparable corruption and misalignment concerns. We
advocate for targeted reforms to build up the institutional parties as meaningfully transparent
organizations that function as engines of broad participation in politics. This approach eschews
complete deregulation of party fundraising, instead embracing other, more targeted measures
to strengthen organized parties, including:
•

Making public financing available to parties;

•

Raising or eliminating coordinated spending limits and other limits on party
contributions to candidates;

•

Lessening federal regulation of state and local parties;

•

Relaxing certain disclosure requirements whose burdens outweigh their benefits while
strengthening others; and

•

Relaxing certain restrictions on contributions to parties.

A thoughtful policy agenda combining one or more of these measures stands the best chance
of producing a more inclusive, fair and transparent democracy. This is not intended as a single
package of reforms, but rather as a set of discrete suggestions, and some combinations may not
be desirable.9
This paper is in no way intended to be the final word on party financing reform, to say nothing
of the larger challenges parties face. However, our hope is that it will provide a framework
to guide the discussion of policies that will make the parties better at what they do best:
facilitating ordinary citizens’ engagement with the political process.
How Parties Benefit Our Democracy
Parties have long been considered an essential element of our democracy, offering ordinary
citizens various avenues to participate in politics,10 providing informative cues to voters,11
furnishing a majoritarian counterbalance to narrow special interest groups,12 and acting as a
moderating force responsive to public opinion in their pursuit of broad governing coalitions.13
The recent explosion in outside spending since Citizens United has also fostered a growing
body of literature warning of the parties’ decline relative to other political actors like super
PACs and nonprofit 501(c) entities, and predicting a variety of negative consequences for our
politics and government.14
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To be sure, this positive narrative about the parties’ role in our democracy is at least partly
contested, notably with respect to the supposed link between weak parties and political
polarization and gridlock.
Some commentators argue that stronger parties could continue to play a depolarizing role,
through at least two mechanisms. First, parties with sufficient financial resources push their
candidates to the center, by spending selectively on the campaigns of those candidates who toe
the party line, which is by necessity moderate, since parties want to appeal to a broad range
of voters.15 Second, in their quest to win elections and legislative majorities, parties support
already-moderate candidates (especially those in competitive races) no matter what their actual
positions.16 This gives candidates the freedom to compromise, knowing they will be protected
by party money against attacks from ideological purists.17 The decline of the major parties, it is
argued, has inhibited their ability to enable compromise and moderation in both of these ways.
But others counter that, at least recently, the parties themselves have helped to drive polarization,
largely because their members and strongest supporters are more ideologically homogenous
than they once were.18 For example, rather than blaming outside groups, several scholars have
attributed recent gridlock in the federal government to strategic decisions by Republican
leaders to engage in “constitutional hardball” in opposition to Democrats, in the hopes of
political payoff in future elections.19 Others have argued that it is actually the Democratic Party
establishment under President Obama that has most contributed to polarization by moving
to the left.20
This debate about the parties’ effect on polarization is important, but it can sometimes obscure
the other reasons we might prefer traditional party institutions to super PACs, nonprofit
organizations, and other outside groups.
First, parties are relatively transparent.21 Federal law requires party committees to disclose the
identities of all donors of more than $200 and other financial information;22 many states
have analogous rules.23 And bans on contributions from corporations and unions ensure that
most party money is traceable to an actual human being.24 In contrast, just at the federal
level, almost one-third of outside spending since Citizens United has come from “dark money”
groups that do not disclose any of their contributors.25
Second, parties are accountable. As repeat players who are run by elected officials and depend
on a kind of brand loyalty among members of the public, the major parties are naturally
concerned about their long-term reputations and credibility. Too often, outside groups, on
the other hand, can pop up, spend millions without disclosing their donors, and disappear —
often after trafficking in the sort of negative attacks that a candidate or party might deem too
risky.26
Third, parties continue to derive their funding from a broad donor base.27 Outside groups, in
contrast, are increasingly funded by a tiny coterie of mega-donors. Almost 60 percent of all
super PAC spending since 2010, for instance, can be traced to just 195 individual donors and
their spouses.28
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Finally, traditional party institutions remain to at least some degree grassroots-driven. Unlike
mega-donor-driven super PACs and other outside groups, established party organizations offer
ordinary citizens multiple avenues to engage with the political process, including through
donating, volunteering, and attending events.29 These same institutions, moreover, have
longstanding expertise in registering voters and mobilizing them on election-day.30 While
outside groups are starting to develop their own voter registration and turnout operations,31
their ability to fully replicate this historic function of the parties remains in doubt.
In short, organized parties, while far from perfect, are still comparatively transparent,
accountable and democratic institutions. And so the prospect of their decline should be a
source for concern even for those who broadly favor regulating them.
The Parties in Decline?
But are the parties actually growing weaker? The narrative of political party decline as outside
groups’ spending mushrooms has become conventional wisdom among many scholars and
practitioners. This trend is usually attributed to the one-two punch of: 1) BCRA, which placed
stricter limits on party fundraising starting in 2003; and 2) the Supreme Court’s deregulation
of outside groups, culminating in 2010 when Citizens United paved the way for the creation
of super PACs and other groups that can raise and spend unlimited funds on elections.32
These developments created a system in which party committee fundraising remains subject
to contribution limits, while outside group fundraising is not. With their fundraising so
handicapped, it is argued, the parties are too weak to provide the democratic benefits discussed
above, which outside groups are ill-equipped to replicate.
At the outset, however, it bears remembering that the shift in power away from parties has
far deeper roots than the events of the last two decades. Throughout the twentieth century,
American elections became progressively more candidate-centered for a host of reasons. The
adoption of primary elections gave party elites less control over nominees, and advances in
communication technology allowed candidates to reach voters through advertising (especially
on television) without needing armies of party operatives to go door to door.33 In addition,
there were power shifts in Congress and many state legislatures, and party loyalty became a less
important source of clout than the development of an officeholder’s own distinctive political
brand.34 By the end of the last century, in short, candidates were already the clear stars of the
political scene, with parties taking on a supporting, albeit still important, role.
The question now is not whether parties can be restored to primacy; rather, it is whether
changes to campaign finance law in the last decade will topple the party committees entirely
from their place as the main vehicle for election spending other than candidates.
That BCRA has had some impact in this regard is relatively clear. While the national parties
have been subject to contribution limits since the 1970s, for many years they had the capacity
to raise “soft money” — funds outside the limits and prohibitions of the FECA — to use
for certain purposes, including generic advertising, voter registration and “get out the vote”
(GOTV) activities.35 BCRA banned the use of soft money. To prevent circumvention of that
ban, moreover, the law also instituted restrictions on state and local party fundraising for
activities connected to federal elections (such as voter registration and GOTV) that also impact
state and local races.36
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Although the parties were able to replace soft money with revenue raised under contribution
limits, BCRA halted the dramatic upward trend in party fundraising that had been taking
place under the soft money system.37 As a result, according to election lawyers Neil Reiff and
Don McGahn, party revenue has not been able to keep up with the cost of campaigns, leaving
the parties at a competitive disadvantage.38 Reiff and McGahn note that the toll on state and
local party organizations — especially smaller ones — has been particularly severe.
To be sure, the current fundraising advantage of outside groups over parties was not part
of BCRA’s original design. As enacted, the law coupled new party regulations with stronger
limits on outside spending, including a prohibition on corporate and union “electioneering
communications,” ostensibly issue-related communications referencing candidates by name
in the run-up to an election.39 But this part of BCRA was stripped away by the Roberts
Court, beginning in 2007 with FEC v. Wisconsin Right to Life.40 The controlling justices in
WRTL carved a huge exemption into BCRA’s limitations for ostensibly independent ads not
containing “express advocacy” (explicit calls to vote for or against a candidate) or its “functional
equivalent.”41
Several years later, Citizens United finished what WRTL started, striking down all limits on
putatively independent expenditures by corporations (and implicitly unions).42 Citing this
reasoning, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit eliminated
all federal contribution limits as applied to organizations that purport only to make independent
expenditures. That decision, coupled with a series of misguided rulings and sustained gridlock
at the Federal Election Commission, led to the creation of super PACs and the rise of other,
even more shadowy organizations that can raise unlimited funds to influence voters.43
Thanks to these decisions, outside spending in federal elections has skyrocketed. While total
federal election spending in 2012 was about double the total from 2000, reported outside
spending increased by a factor of 20.44 Outside groups spent almost $2 billion between 2010 and
2014 — more than two-and-a-half times what they spent in the previous 18 years.45 Almost a
third — more than $600 million — has come from dark-money groups who disclose none of
their donors.46 Congress, the FEC, and other federal agencies like the Internal Revenue Service
and the Securities Exchange Commission could mitigate at least some of the consequences of
these trends, but so far have done nothing.47
The same Supreme Court that made possible this new reality with respect to outside spending
has largely refrained, at least until recently, from deregulating party committees. The same year
it decided Citizens United, the Court summarily affirmed a lower court decision upholding
BCRA’s prohibition on soft money fundraising48 — although, as discussed below, last year’s
McCutcheon v. FEC is likely to benefit parties.
It is no surprise, then, that while outside spending has skyrocketed, traditional party committee
spending has remained mostly flat.49 Data from the Campaign Finance Institute shows the
dramatic shift in spending power in House and Senate elections.50 Over four election cycles
from 2006 to 2012, party committee independent expenditures hovered slightly under a
quarter of a billion dollars in each cycle. In 2006 and 2008, the parties spent several times
more than outside groups on independent expenditures. In 2010, outside group spending shot
up to $195 million, nearly catching up to the parties. By 2012, outside groups easily overtook
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the parties; their spending in congressional elections was twice as high as party expenditures at
almost half a billion dollars. The trend appears to be continuing: in competitive Senate races in
2014, outside groups spent almost four times what the party committees spent.51
Commentators have blamed stagnant party committee spending relative to that of outside
groups for a host of problems, including declining political participation,52 polarization and
gridlock,53 and waning transparency.54 Such arguments are often melded with calls to change
the way formal party fundraising is regulated, such as by doing away with or significantly raising
the contribution limits on parties.55 As explained below, however, it is not necessarily accurate
to think of “the parties” as consisting only of formal party organizations. Before turning to
the issue of reform, it is necessary to address the threshold question of what exactly a party is.
What is a Party?
When political practitioners discuss “the party” they usually mean the constellation of
committees making up their party’s legal apparatus — entities like the Democratic and
Republican National Committees, the party congressional committees, and state and local
party committees.56 The much-remarked upon “decline” of parties relative to other political
actors applies to them.
A growing number of scholars, however, argue that parties are made up of far more than the
institutional party organizations, and that it is better to think of them as complex networks,
including both the formal party structure and an array of “shadow party” organizations run by
those connected to party leadership.57 Under this view, many super PACs, dark-money entities,
and other types of outside groups are actually components of the party network.
A perfect example of this phenomenon is the Senate Majority PAC, a super PAC that was the
biggest non-candidate, non-party spender in 2014’s most competitive Senate races.58 Senate
Majority PAC’s stated objective is a Democratic majority in the Senate; it spent money in the
same races the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee prioritized; it is run by people
with longstanding and close ties to Sen. Harry Reid (D-Nev.), leader of the Senate Democrats;
and Reid has reportedly solicited donations for the group.59 The group has also recently become
embroiled in the ethics scandal surrounding Sen. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.). Donations to
the shadow party are alleged to be one of the things of value used by Dr. Salomon Melgen to
bribe Menendez.60
Another top spender in the midterms were two Republican-aligned sister groups founded
by Karl Rove, the dark-money nonprofit Crossroads GPS and the super PAC American
Crossroads, which spent approximately $48 million in the 2014 cycle.61 Both groups have
consistently backed Republicans, are run by a former longtime aide to Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell, and are associated with the Republican brand.62
These examples illustrate a broader point, one made by, among others, the noted election
lawyer and prolific commentator Bob Bauer: the questions of how healthy the parties are, and
what should be done to mend them, are inextricably linked with one’s definition of “party.”63
While traditional party committees may be struggling to compete, the parties as branded
networks of affiliated interests are by some measures stronger than ever.64
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Critically, however, competition for resources does not take place solely between the parties
and other actors; it also happens within party networks themselves. This intraparty competition
interests us as much as competition between party committees and other entities, because
many party-aligned groups suffer from a number of the same deficiencies (lack of transparency,
reliance on a small coterie of mega-donors, etc.) as their truly independent counterparts.
Whether party committees ought nevertheless to be remade in their image depends on a
second question: what is the actual goal of reform?
What is the Goal of Reforms to Strengthen Parties?
Advocates for strengthening parties tend to offer a variety of justifications. Some argue that
party organizations should be strengthened to enhance the marketplace of ideas and foster
greater electoral competition.65 Others point to the fact that party committees are transparent
and, as longstanding institutions with established brands, relatively accountable for their
political activities.66 Still others note that it is traditional party organizations that have shown
the most inclination to invest in voter engagement and encourage participation by the
grassroots.67 Finally, as noted above, stronger parties are often portrayed as mechanisms for
improved governance, exerting a stabilizing influence by discouraging extremism and political
fragmentation.68 This last argument usually focuses specifically on empowering party leaders
who, the argument goes, have as their primary goal to organize winning coalitions, making
them more amenable to political compromise than most insurgents.69
There is plainly significant tension between such varying objectives. A common thread running
through the arguments of most party boosters, however, is money, specifically the assertion
that parties with more money will provide more of whatever benefit is being discussed.
If money alone is the benchmark, however, there is a reasonable argument that the work of
reform is mostly done. The Supreme Court’s 2014 decision in McCutcheon v. FEC eliminated
aggregate contribution limits on how much an individual donor can give to all political
committees (including both candidate and party committees) over a two-year cycle.70 Before
McCutcheon, an individual donor could give no more than $74,600 to all party committees
in a given election cycle. Afterward, that same donor could give a combined $1.2 million to
all the national and state committees of either party, which are then permitted to transfer
unlimited funds among themselves.71
In addition, the new campaign finance provisions passed late last year in the continuing
resolution omnibus, or “CRomnibus,” budget deal allow national party committees to raise large
sums for certain purposes, including conventions, building funds, and legal proceedings.72 The
new CRomnibus limits effectively allow the national parties to collect checks from individual
donors that are several times larger than what was legal after McCutcheon. Both parties moved
almost immediately to take advantage of these new limits.73 Although the use of these funds is
supposedly restricted, the fungibility of money means that the new limits will very likely free
up additional cash for new election spending.74
In total, for the 2016 cycle, a single individual donor can give more than $2.5 million to the
state and national committees of one party. That is roughly 35 times higher than what the same
donor could give at the beginning of 2014.75 And of course, that total does not include the
unlimited funds that shadow party organizations can raise.
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But will these changes actually enhance the specific benefits that parties are supposed to afford
the political system? Take party leaders. Allowing national party organizations to raise more
funds could strengthen party leaders to some degree. But leaders must now compete with
mega-donors for influence within their party networks — donors who still have the option
of favoring truly independent outside groups with narrower agendas if party leaders fail to do
their bidding.76 If the goal was truly to strengthen party leaders, and only them, a different
package of reforms might have been preferable.
Moreover, other experts reject strengthening party leaders entirely as an underlying goal.
Legal scholars Joseph Fishkin and Heather Gerken, for example, suggest that the real reason
to strengthen institutional parties is to enhance political pluralism and accountability, by
empowering the parties’ rank-and-file members (the so-called party faithful).77 It is the party
faithful, they contend, who hold the elite accountable to ordinary voters, an especially critical
function in an era of networked parties whose other institutions, such as super PACs, are
dominated by mega-donors.78 In this respect, McCutcheon and CRomnibus do not seem
to help at all. If anything, lifting party contribution limits could end up compounding the
damage from Citizens United by further sidelining the party faithful, whose views are often
very different from those of the party’s elite wealthy backers. These recent changes have also
lessened the clout of small donors, bringing us back toward the conditions of the soft money
era, when both parties relied primarily on a handful of major funders.79
For these and other reasons, Thomas Mann and E.J. Dionne argue forcefully in a recent paper
that redirecting large contributions “to the parties will not improve either the responsiveness or
the efficiency of the political system.” 80 In fact, it is fair to ask whether wholesale deregulation
of party fundraising could actually undercut the attributes of parties that make them attractive
as political actors.
The Risks of Corruption and Misalignment
Fears of undercutting the parties’ more democratic characteristics are an outgrowth of the
traditional case for limiting contributions to party committees, which focuses on the related
risks of corruption and political misalignment. Party fundraising, especially from large donors,
can foster both the realty and appearance of quid pro quo corruption, which undermines
the integrity of our democratic institutions. Big-money fundraising by the parties also raises
broader concerns about policy being driven by the preferences of the elite political donor class
rather than the electorate as a whole, an already well-documented phenomenon that would
only be exacerbated by further deregulation.
The quid pro quo corruption risk inherent to party fundraising has been recognized for decades.
Parties and their candidates and officeholders have long been understood to be inextricably
linked.81 Thanks to this unity of interests, the degree of gratitude a candidate is likely to feel
to a large party contributor may not be so different than the degree of gratitude she would
feel to a large contributor to her own campaign, especially in cases where the candidate and
party are collaborating in their fundraising efforts. This spirit of cooperation extends, as law
professor Michael Kang has noted, to “both ends of any hypothetical quid pro quo exchange
— campaign finance fundraising and policymaking activity.”82 It can also transcend any one
officeholder’s conduct. Instead, a group of officeholders can accept donations and spend them
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to the mutual benefit of all members of the group, in exchange for the group’s entire bloc of
votes — conduct amounting to a type of “group-level corruption.”83
In short, parties cannot be thought of as simply another flavor of civic group. They are, in many
respects, governmental actors in their own right, creating the risk that party contributions, like
candidate contributions, will be exchanged for policy.
The corruption risk arising from the unique role of parties in American politics has been
evident throughout our modern history. Many notorious scandals involved donations to
parties in circumstances that raised a strong suspicion of an exchange for government favors.
Examples include the Teapot Dome84 and Democratic campaign-book85 scandals of the early
twentieth century and the Nixon-era “milk money”86 and ITT87 scandals. The Clinton White
House faced scrutiny over DNC contributions from Chinese interests, which were potentially
connected to waivers the administration gave to satellite companies using Chinese rockets.88
More recently, there have been intimations that a wealthy Ecuadorian family received favorable
immigration treatment after donations to a joint fundraising committee that benefitted the
DNC and state Democratic Party committees.89
Party donations that are suggestive of quids for government action have occurred at the state
level as well. Gov. Chris Christie (R-N.J.), for instance, has faced criticism for his party
fundraising from investment advisors seeking to do business with his state. Several investment
firms landed nine-figure pension investment deals around the same time their executives made
large contributions to the Republican Governors Association (RGA) and state and federal
party committees.90 Christie was in the leadership of the RGA over the period in question, and
the association spent heavily on his gubernatorial campaigns. Likewise, in Connecticut, the
CEO of a large state contractor solicited his employees to give to the state Democratic Party
expressly for the purpose of benefiting Gov. Dannel Malloy; contributions directly to Malloy
would have been prohibited by the state’s pay-to-play law.91
Beyond explicit bribery and apparent quid pro quo exchanges, moreover, large donations to
political parties often provide wealthy donors with significant access to and influence over
those in power.92 There are numerous examples of the parties peddling such access and
influence in exchange for party donations, such as: the “President’s Club” programs of the
Kennedy and Johnson presidencies, in which donations of $1,000 or more to the Democratic
Party purchased the opportunity to have dinner with the president,93 Clinton-era practices
like allowing large DNC donors to spend the night in the Lincoln Bedroom,94 as well as both
parties’ pervasive use of access to top elected leaders as a fundraising tool today.95
The specter of the parties peddling access and influence in exchange for large party donations
points to a second overarching concern related to party fundraising: its capacity to drive
misalignment between citizens and their government. Because parties are so integral to
governing, big-money party fundraising — like big-money candidate fundraising — can
help to create a disconnect between the policies enacted by the government and those
favored by the electorate. A recent detailed study of the influence of campaign contributions
on legislative activity in the states found that “the effect is equal on influence whether the
legislator is spending time raising money for his own election campaign or raising money
for his caucus.”96 Large contributions, especially from repeat donors, foster relationships
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between elected officials and donors that confer advantages on the donor when public
policy is made.97
Other recent examinations of misalignment by political scientists have shown evidence that
state parties are more responsive to the policy preferences of the wealthy than low-income
citizens.98 Researchers have also identified correlations between the policy preferences of
members of Congress and their donors, as opposed to the voters they represent.99
In short, even if allowing parties to raise more money in large donations would in fact enhance
certain of their positive attributes, those benefits must be balanced against the risks associated
with making the parties more dependent on a smaller class of wealthy funders.
The soft money experience of the 1990s and early 2000s is illustrative of the kind of dependence
that can arise. Before BCRA, when the national parties could raise money outside FECA’s
limits and prohibitions for many purposes, approximately 46 percent of party revenue came
from contributions of $20,000 or more.100 In 1998, less than 2,000 donors gave 78 percent of
all soft money.101 In 1996, the Democratic National Committee raised almost $25 million —
20 percent of its $122 million in soft money — from just 168 individuals.102 Corporations and
unions also took advantage of soft-money accounts, especially heavily regulated companies.
For example, Microsoft, inactive in politics until it was hit with an antitrust suit, gave six-figure
contributions to each party in the final three pre-BCRA cycles, hitting a high of $1.9 million
for the Republicans in 2002.103
Even many of BCRA’s critics have acknowledged that its passage was motivated by legitimate
concerns, which — for a time — it did help to address.104 Inasmuch as the broad-based,
relatively democratic and transparent characteristics that BCRA fostered in parties remain some
of their chief selling points, a return to the soft-money era could be profoundly problematic.105
Engines of Democratic Participation
So what is the alternative? If we are to avoid exacerbating the risks of corruption and misalignment
while strengthening the parties’ democracy-enhancing capacities, where should the focus be?
As discussed, the recent shift in resources away from traditional party organizations toward
outside groups has taken place as much within as outside of broader party networks. It is the
party committees that have traditionally functioned as engines of democratic participation,
both in terms of their own internal structure and the resources they devote to fostering broader
political participation. A reform agenda focused on strengthening these institutions through
targeted measures could also reinforce many other benefits of strong parties, including those,
like stability and competition, extoled by skeptics of regulation. Thus, while such an agenda is
unlikely to satisfy everyone, it should encompass significant common ground.
As “sites of democratic mobilization and engagement,”106 traditional party organizations provide
opportunities for large numbers of people to be active in politics. Party committees, especially at
the state and local level, offer multiple points of entry to the political process for ordinary citizens.107
Driven in part by contribution limits, they must attract vast numbers of contributors and volunteers.
They also offer grassroots political activists a natural home for organizing and coalition-building.
Shadow-party groups do not share these participatory features because, like other outside groups,
they tend to be controlled by small groups of insiders, expert consultants, and mega-donors.
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The contrast can be clearly seen in the difference between fundraising for party committees
and shadow-party super PACs. For example, the two biggest non-candidate spenders of the
most competitive Senate races in 2014 were a party committee, the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee (DSCC), and its affiliated shadow super PAC, the Senate Majority
PAC. The DSCC took in 44 percent of its contributions from small donors of $200 or less,
while Senate Majority PAC received less than one tenth of one percent of its funds from small
donors.108 Of the $46 million that Senate Majority PAC spent in total, $36 million came
from just 23 donors who each gave half a million dollars or more, according to FEC data.
The average itemized Senate Majority PAC contribution of over $170,000 was more than 127
times larger than that of the DSCC.109
Even more importantly, traditional party organizations have historically played a key role in
getting voters to the polls on Election Day, and they continue to be experts at voter registration
and get-out-the-vote activities.110 In a time of historically low turnout, the parties’ capacity to
mobilize ordinary voters is one of their most important democratic functions.111 While there
are reports that shadow party groups are trying to replicate some of these voter registration and
GOTV functions,112 there is no indication that they can fully do so.
Despite these downsides, shadow parties appear increasingly ascendant. As two of BCRA’s
leading critics, Robert Kelner and Raymond La Raja, pointed out last year, “[i]n some critical
respects, the parties are becoming dependent on outside groups, ceding power to organizations
that operate with little or no disclosure and that often have narrow political agendas.”113
Gerken and Fishkin, who have not been similarly critical of BCRA, nevertheless agree that
“[w]hat were once relatively porous, diffusely organized official parties are being displaced by
hierarchical, closed shadow parties beholden almost entirely to donors.”114
The need to halt and reverse this trend is an area of common ground for both skeptics and
proponents of campaign finance regulation. Measures to strengthen institutional party
organizations as engines for grassroots political participation will not satisfy those who would
like to see party organizations largely or entirely deregulated. But such measures will boost
those organizations, often by removing legal constraints on their operations. The remainder
of this paper will explore specific policies that could be enacted to strengthen the parties to
enhance their ability to foster democratic participation.
Possibilities of Reform
As we argue above, a reform agenda that seeks to accentuate the democracy-building attributes of
formal party institutions without unduly exacerbating the risks of corruption and misalignment
should attract support across the ideological spectrum.115 While our conversations with diverse
scholars and practitioners in the field revealed a range of views, there was more common
ground than might otherwise be expected. The following recommendations are based in part
on these conversations, as well as the Brennan Center’s own longstanding policy analysis.
Enact Targeted Public Financing: The best way to increase the resources of the institutional
parties without exacerbating the risks of corruption and misalignment is to empower small
donors with matching public funds.
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A system of party financing in which small private contributions are multiplied and matched
by public funds would give the parties a powerful incentive to rely on a broad base of
contributors rather than a few wealthy benefactors.116 For example, donations of up to $500
could be matched on a five-to-one basis, making them worth as much as $3,000 to the recipient
committee. The institutional parties would be rewarded for soliciting civic participation by as
many Americans as possible.117 And party supporters, knowing their contribution is matched,
would be more likely to give.118
Public financing would add to party committees’ bank accounts, which should be welcomed
by those who believe that richer parties will engender political competition, transparency,
accountability, and voter mobilization. Furthermore, because party leaders will control the
money, their ability to use finances to exert a moderating influence will be strengthened,
without leaving average Americans from all walks of life out of the picture.
Public financing for parties is the norm in democracies around the world.119 It promises the
advantages of the successful candidate financing systems in place from Arizona to New York
City, where candidates have been freed from the pressure to please big donors to fund their
campaigns.120 In fact, public financing for parties has an advantage over candidate-based
systems, in that it ensures that the great majority of funds will go to competitive races, since
that is where parties focus their efforts.
By making relatively small contributions more valuable, a matching system would alleviate
both corruption and misalignment concerns. Less reliance on large contributions from a
handful of wealthy donors would mean fewer incentives for elected leaders to perform special
favors and systematically skew policy.
It must be noted that there is some evidence from candidate contributions that small donors
are highly ideological, leading some to worry that greater dependence on them might
exacerbate political polarization and associated gridlock.121 The evidence as to whether small
donors are especially polarized relative to the donor class as a whole is mixed, however.122
Moreover, the type of public financing system proposed here would give a large swath of the
electorate an incentive to participate, potentially expanding beyond the class of small donors
that has already been studied. New York City’s system, for example, has broadened the donor
base for participating candidates, encouraging more contributions from communities that
traditionally do not contribute to campaigns.123 And because the parties have enduring brands
that discourage them from diverging too far from public opinion, an infusion of cash from
even very ideological small donors is less likely to drive them toward the extremes than might
be the case with individual candidates.
Public financing alone is certainly no cure-all for the problems plaguing our campaign finance
system. To be effective, it requires certain other conditions — including reasonable, fully
enforced contribution limits — to incentivize participation. But where such conditions are
present, small donor public financing could potentially strengthen party committees financially
while rewarding them for engaging a large portion of the public but without exacerbating the
corruption and misalignment concerns that party fundraising often engenders. If anything, by
broadening the party donor base, public financing positively counteracts those risks, resulting
in a healthier democracy.
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Lift or Eliminate Limits on How Much Parties Can Contribute to Their Own Candidates,
Including Limits on Coordinated Spending: Another way to strengthen traditional party
organizations is to raise or eliminate limits on their ability to contribute to their own candidates,
including through coordinated spending.
Limits on party contributions to candidates are a longstanding feature of federal campaign
finance law and the laws of a number of states. Since the Supreme Court decided Buckley v.
Valeo124 in 1976, moreover, it has been axiomatic that spending coordinated with a candidate
is a form of contribution to that candidate; thus, spending coordinated between parties and
their own candidates is limited.125 The principal justification for such measures is that they are
necessary to prevent party committees from being used by others, such as individuals or PACs,
to circumvent candidate contribution limits.126
Such anti-circumvention concerns remain legitimate, especially in cases where contributions
to traditional party committees are subject to very high or no limits. Thus, for example, we do
not recommend allowing national party committees to use funds raised pursuant to the new,
much higher CRomnibus contribution limits to pay for coordinated expenditures. Nor do we
think it would be advisable to lift federal coordinated spending limits before addressing the
Federal Election Commission’s pervasive enforcement failures, including its virtually complete
failure to enforce laws restricting coordination between outside groups and both candidate and
party committees.127
Where traditional party committees themselves are subject to reasonable, fully-enforced
contribution limits, however, limiting how they can spend their money in support of their own
candidates makes less sense, especially in an era of unlimited fundraising by party-affiliated
outside groups.128 Not only do such limits inhibit party committees’ ability to spend their
money effectively, they also make grassroots organizing more difficult, for example by making
it harder for parties to share their email and fundraising lists. And while federal law permits
candidates to make unlimited cash and in-kind transfers to parties,129 candidates may be
reluctant to give lists and other resources to the parties because, once such resources are in the
hands of a party committee, coordinated spending limits will restrict how much candidates
can benefit from them.
Lifting coordinated spending limits could foster greater cooperation between candidates and
traditional party organizations. That would give the latter a distinct advantage over shadow
parties, who must maintain at least some separation between themselves and the candidates
they support, bestowing greater leverage on funds comprised of a far greater percentage of
small donations. Freeing party organizations from restrictions on coordinated spending —
which is often defined according to legal standards that can be difficult to interpret and apply
— could also alleviate a significant administrative and compliance burden.130 And because
all money spent would still have been raised pursuant to hard money limits, the additional
corruption and misalignment risks would be small.
Conceivably, measures to raise or eliminate limits on party contributions to candidates could
be cabined in certain ways to encourage even more grassroots participation, for example, by
applying the new rules only to funds raised in small-dollar increments or only to spending
for activities like voter registration and GOTV, as opposed to ads.131 These limitations could
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further encourage broad participation, expanding the role of party committees as agents of
civic engagement. Even without such conditions, however, lifting coordinated spending and
other limits on what parties can contribute to their own candidates may make sense where a
reasonable and fully-enforced framework of party contribution limits is in place.
Roll Back Federalization of State and Local Party Activities: A third avenue for reform is to
relax some of BCRA’s federalization of state and local party activities.
BCRA’s passage was prompted in significant part by the excesses of soft-money fundraising
by national party committees like the DNC and RNC. Because state and local party activities
frequently impact federal races, however, Congress deemed it necessary to apply federal
campaign finance law to their activities in a number of circumstances.132 As a consequence,
even activities substantially related to state and local elections — including voter registration
drives and GOTV activities — are considered federal election activity (FEA) and must be paid
for with federally-compliant funds.133 Because federal law tends to impose more restrictions
than the laws of most state and local jurisdiction, state and local party fundraising has been
burdened, making it harder for these parties to keep pace with the rising cost of elections.134
One way to lighten the regulatory burden on state and local parties is to narrow BCRA’s
definition of FEA.135 One option would be to exclude the most common tools of grassroots,
retail politics, such as slate cards, volunteer phone-banks, and door-to-door canvassing.136
While such activities unquestionably benefit federal candidates, and therefore raise corruption
concerns, their tendency to foster greater engagement on the part of both party activists and
ordinary voters may be sufficient to justify lighter regulation. Another option is to raise the
monetary threshold at which state and local party committees become federal PACs,137 which
was never indexed to inflation and thus is now substantially lower in real terms than it was
when enacted. Tellingly, the six members of the Federal Election Commission, who otherwise
agree on little, unanimously voted to recommend this change to Congress.138 Like raising or
eliminating limits on party contributions to candidates, such targeted deregulation of state
and local parties could help them to play a greater role in mobilizing ordinary citizens, without
significantly exacerbating corruption and misalignment concerns.
Raise Contributor Disclosure Thresholds: A fourth reform to strengthen parties would be to
loosen certain disclosure requirements, even as others are strengthened.
“Effective disclosure,” as the Supreme Court held in Citizens United, advances vital First
Amendment interests by allowing voters “to make informed decisions and give proper weight
to different speakers and messages.”139 Nevertheless, one of Citizens United’s most troubling
legacies has actually been a tidal wave of dark-money spending by outside groups that do not
disclose their donors, including a number of shadow party groups. Our entire political system,
including the parties, would be healthier if such loopholes were closed.140
At the same time, at the federal level, traditional party committees, unlike many shadow
parties, must disclose all donors who gave more than $200 — the threshold established in the
original FECA, which was inexplicably not indexed to inflation.141 And unlike super PACs and
501(c) organizations, party committees cannot accept corporate donations, which can obscure
the source of the money.142 Thus, even as policymakers work to ensure greater disclosure from
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outside groups, relaxation of disclosure requirements for traditional party organizations might
also be appropriate.
In particular, as both Spencer Overton and Mark Schmitt have suggested, policymakers
should consider exempting more small donors from disclosure.143 While disclosure of large
contributions and expenditures facilitates a more informed citizenry, there is some evidence
that disclosure of small donations can discourage donors from giving, acting as a barrier to
entry in politics.144 And requiring small donors to be disclosed places significant recordkeeping
and reporting burdens on grassroots-driven organizations like the traditional party committees
(to a much greater degree than is true with respect to shadow parties, which often have only a
handful of major donors to disclose).
To be sure, there are legitimate reasons to require disclosure of even small donors.145 Nevertheless,
at least at the federal level, disclosure thresholds could be raised significantly (to, say, $1000
cumulatively per election cycle) without greatly increasing the quid pro quo corruption risk or
depriving the public of critical information about a candidate’s major backers — especially if
aggregate reporting (for example by employer, industry, and geographic location) were still
required. Indeed, such a change would simply recognize that the original thresholds put in
place by Congress in the mid-1970s are now worth substantially less in real terms due to
inflation.
Index Contribution Limits and Consider Other Reforms: Finally, while we do not
recommend lifting party contribution limits at this time, certain modest reforms may be
appropriate. For example, such limits should always be indexed to inflation and not applied to
transfers from candidates (as is already the case at the federal level).146
Policymakers could also consider broader measures to raise party contribution limits for specific
party activities that enhance grassroots participation, such as voter registration and GOTV.
Voter mobilization accounts with higher contribution limits could balance the corruption and
misalignment concerns raised by large contributions with the guarantee that the money will be
spent engaging the public. A targeted lift of contribution limits would, like the other reforms
proposed above, give the parties more resources to do their most important work: stimulate
participation.
We are nevertheless hesitant to advocate further significant increases to the federal party
contribution limits at this time. First, without effective enforcement, selectively higher limits
are an invitation to circumvention. Until the FEC improves its enforcement record, the agency
cannot be trusted to ensure that parties will not employ accounting tricks and other tactics
to get around restrictions placed on the use of funds from higher-limit accounts. Moreover,
thanks to the CRomnibus rollback and the Supreme Court’s McCutcheon decision, party
committees can already raise very large sums of money.147 We are not ready to say that the
benefits of adding yet more high-limit accounts on top of the CRomnibus accounts would
outweigh the additional corruption and misalignment risks. Once the excesses of CRomnibus
and the FEC’s structural problems are addressed, new higher-limit voter mobilization accounts
may become a viable policy option.
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Conclusion
In McConnell v. FEC, its landmark decision upholding most of BCRA, the Supreme Court
famously noted that “[m]oney, like water, will always find an outlet.”148 The Court’s point was
not that campaign finance laws are futile, but that it is imperative for such laws to evolve as
circumstances warrant. Notwithstanding the profound jurisprudential and societal changes
that have taken place since McConnell was decided, this basic insight is as true now as it ever
was.
For much of the post-Buckley era, culminating in BCRA’s 2002 passage, campaign finance
law focused on the dangers of unfettered party fundraising and, in doing so, sometimes failed
to take full account of the central role that traditional party organizations play in mobilizing
ordinary citizens to participate in politics. The problems associated with this one-sided
approach have grown more acute thanks to the Roberts Court, which swept away limits on
many non-party organizations, to the benefit of shadow-party super PACs and 501(c) entities
dominated by mega-donors. This paper has sought to offer ideas on how to restore a degree
of balance, without losing sight of the legitimate goals BCRA and other laws limiting party
committee fundraising were intended to serve.
Importantly, our proposals do not depend on overturning Citizens United or other recent
decisions by the Roberts Court. The Court has contributed to, but it is not solely responsible
for, the widening gulf between the wealthiest donors, whose clout is greater now than at any
time since Watergate, and the rest of an increasingly disengaged citizenry. Enhancing the
most democratic and participatory facets of party politics is critical under the Court’s current
jurisprudence, but it would still be important if the Court were more deferential to legislative
efforts to reign in money’s influence on the electoral process.
To be sure, more inclusive parties will not fix all of our democracy’s problems. But they are one
component of a healthier political system. This is a point of common ground across the ideological spectrum, one that has the potential to serve as the basis for a practical and achievable
reform agenda in the near term.
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